
Anjie Hipple
Anjie is a passionate seeker, spiritual teacher and
channeler of angels and other interstellar wisdom
keepers. Her popular appearances have included the
Next Level Soul podcast with Alex Ferrari and Kryon’s
Healing Wednesday. Judah and Anjie tag-team to
deliver ancient divine wisdom from beyond with
practical, real-world applications.   
                   
                                              See full bio on page 2 →

thejudahchannel@gmail.com
www.thejudahchannel.com

Please feel free to
contact me for any
questions.

Let's Work
Together!

Direct Voice Channeler, The Judah Channel

"WHEN I COME, I'M NOT COMING TO PLAY -- I'M COMING TO SLAY. SO IF THERE'S
SOME HOUSECLEANING, SOMETHING YOU REALLY NEED TO GET RID OF AND BE DONE

WITH? I'M YOUR GUY." -- THE ARCHANGEL MICHAEL, CHANNELED BY ANJIE HIPPLE

Author of Amazon's #1 New Release in Divination & Personal Growth, The Answer To All Your Questions 

Identifying Your Angelic Helpers

Aligning Quickly With Your Purpose

Receiving Messages From Fifth
Dimensional and Higher Beings

Signature Topics

Removing Obstacles To Enlightenment

Integrating 3rd, 4th, and 5th
Dimensional Experiences
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FOLLOWING

https://www.facebook.com/thejudahchannel
https://www.instagram.com/thejudahchannel
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCIEhmD3vyaZXWHfx3opQ-IA?sub_confirmation=1
https://www.tiktok.com/@thejudahchannel


Full Bio
Anjie Hipple of the Judah Channel is a passionate seeker, spiritual teacher, and channeler
of angels and other interstellar wisdom keepers. Some years ago, in a desperate attempt
to ease her inner suffering, Anjie embarked on an accelerated journey to heal her mind,
body, and emotions and elevate her personal level of consciousness. Voraciously
consuming the teachings of enlightened masters, she began deconstructing her deep
religious programming and dreaming about the possibilities of enlightenment. 

During this season of meditation, ego stripping, and deep surrender, Anjie was suddenly
and unexpectedly ambushed by a loving and powerful collective of angels called Judah,
who spoke through her in a dramatic direct-voice channeling encounter. Judah’s high
vibrational energies resulted in an immediate physical restoration of her two-year chronic
illness and an opening of psychic gifts. 

Anjie also began experiencing ecstatic states of bliss and swimming in high-
consciousness fields as a result. She and her partner Chuck were profoundly impacted by
their nightly visits with Judah, who soon brought more cosmic friends to the parties. They
lovingly refer to Judah as the “Oprah of the Cosmos!"

Now Judah and Anjie tag-team to deliver ancient divine wisdom from beyond with
practical, real-world application. Together they facilitate tangible experiences of higher
dimensional energies for those who are in a phase of awakening and enlightenment. 

Her process is “I did it. Let’s do it together. Now, you do it!” 

Anjie works with Judah in high-consciousness fields to assist others in: 
Recognizing and releasing mind structures, disease roots, past-life karma, and egoic
patterns that are shrouding the soul’s enlightened state
Connecting with angels and higher dimensional beings through telepathic and
channeled communication
Determining one's personal level of consciousness, and safely, easily and sustainably
elevating it to a new and higher set point
Realizing and consistently experiencing the love, joy, peace and freedom of the Soul 
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